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Divi can take your office to new heights for less. From 
open plan to private workspaces, Divi can bring your 
vision to life. Offering panels in permanent monolithic, 
segmented, glass and stack configurations, virtually 
any aesthetic can be achieved. Its universal hinge 
connection system makes Divi one of the simplest 
and fastest systems to install. Creatively designed 
for reuse and SCS Indoor Advantage GoldTM certi-
fied, Divi is a win from every aspect. 

Divi can be taken to the next level when coupled with 
Calibrate components and accessories. Calibrate’s 
robust line of work- station add-ons enhance any 
environment, providing a modern and collaborative 
touch.

Divi collaborative/teaming workstations with mobile tables and privacy screens, featuring metal case 
side access bookcases with personal wardrobe storage and LED desk lamps.



Divi visitor/interview stations with Calibrate N-leg and frosted modest
screen. Trix multi-purpose chairs with casters.



Divi task stations with shared overhead storage and tackable faces. Bench credenzas provide personal storage
and visitor seating, wardrobe towers provide visual privacy and storage.



Divi 120 degree task station with space efficient spanner surfaces and raised storage.



Divi collaborative workspace with under-worksurface filling and low shelving, featuring 
A-leg panel support and frosted glass top screen.



Divi touchdown stations with Calibrate sliding door credenzas and 
mobile cushion top pedestals.



Open concept Divi task station with A-leg supported panels and worksurfaces,
quarter glass panel and laminate overhead flipper doors.



Divi collaborative stations featuring Calibrate under-worksurface storage and 
sliding door credenzas with bench cushions.



Divi reception area with quarter glass panels and Calibrate under-worksurface storage.
Mya mid-back seating with ballistic nylon back.Divi reception area with quarter glass panels and Calibrate under-worksurface storage.



Divi 50” high monolithic panels with Calibrate shelf.



Divi can take your office to new heights. From teaming spaces and semi-private
environments to reception areas and conference rooms, Divi can construct your vision.

Divi coupled with Calibrate components and accessories can transform any 
space to incorporate a modern aesthetic with ease.
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